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 Instructions – (1) All Questions are Compulsory.

 (2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.

 (3) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever 
necessary.

 (4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

 (5) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic 
Communication devices are not permissible in 
Examination Hall.

Marks

1.  Attempt any SEVEN of the following: 14

a) State any two factors to be consider while shaping eyebrows.

b) Write any two effects of eyebrows shaping.

c) Why a metallic must not be used on diabetic patient while 
performing pedicure.

d) Enlist the shapes of nail, also mention which nail is considered 
as ideal shape.

e) What is the use of emery board in manicure.

f) Enlist the names of temporary hair removal method.

g) Define Depilatories.

h) Enlist the material required in skin bleaching.

i) State any two precautions of using vibratory movement.

j) Where friction massage is used?
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2.  Attempt any FOUR of the following: 12

a) What is eyebrow shaping, also enlist different shapes of eyebrow 
given according to face shape.

b) Explain public sanitation.

c) Mention the uses of equipment, implement and cosmetic required 
during manicure and pedicure.

d) Write the procedure of massage used during manicure.

e) Enlist the names methods used in permanent hair removal.

f) Explain Effleurage movement of massage.

3.  Attempt any FOUR of the following: 12

a) Explain physical and chemical agents.

b) Write the procedure of eyebrows shaping by threading method.

c) Mention any six safety rules of pedicuring.

d) Write the procedure of pedicure.

e) State any six precautions while performing skin Bleaching.

f) Explain petrissage movement of massage.

4.  Attempt any FOUR of the following: 12

a) Explain the method of corrective placing and shaping of the 
eyebrows with the help of pencil.

b) Discribe the benefits of dry sanitizer.

c) Suggest any six after care of skin Bleaching.

d) Write any six safety precautions. While performing hot wax.

e) State the procedure of clean-up.

f) What are the characteristic of a sensitive skin.




